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INTRODUCTION
There is an old proverb which states that the only
sure things in this world are death and taxes.

If we sub

stitute time or history for death and society or man for
taxes, then we have the only sure things in William
Faulkner's fiction.

These two elements comprise the heart

of li'aulkner's writings and all of his works revolve in some

fashion around them.

Stated differently, Faulkner's works

evolve from the interaction of man and history, from man's

attempt to understand history, and the effect it has on him
as an individual.
In attempting to picture man's struggle with history,
Faulkner often presents the reader with what seems to be a
maze of distorted sentence structures, twisted themes, and
images that reveal nothing.

These complications sometimes

lead to misreadings and to faulty interpretations of
Faulkner's works.

The key to the maze lies in a knowledge

of Faulkner's concept of time and of history.
Faulkner's clearest expression of both history and
man's reaction to it is contained in the novels,
Absalom, Absalom! and Requiem for a Nun.

In Absalom Quentin

Compson tries to comprehend the past by understanding the
story or Thomas Sutpen.

His painful movement from the basic

racts through distorted versions of the story to a recon1

2

struction of the past itself is fully detailed.· - ·Reguiem·
is more directly con cerned with the moral truths inherent
the past.

in

Temple Drake, Mrs. Gowan Stevens in this novel,

is forced to face respon sibility, morality, and justice.
A study of these two novels should lead to an un der
standing of the interactions of man and history as Faulkner
presents them.

If this is so, then that un derstanding

should extend to the rest of F'aullmer' s works provi.ding the
basis for untangling Faulkner's maze.

ABSALON, ABSALOM!
In his essay

11

:F'rom Jefferson to the World," Hyatt

Waggoner stated that "Absalom, Absaloml may be taken as the
key to Faulkner's career, both formally and thematically.
Before it became commonplace to speak of modern man as 'in
search of a soul,' Absalom defined not only the necessity

but the method and controlling conditions of the search.11 1
Cleanth Brooks says that Absalom, Absalom!

11

.

.

• the

greatest of Faulkner's novels, is probably the least well
understood of all his books. 11

2

So Absalom, Absalom! is the

key to Faulkner's works, but it is an extremely difficult
key to use.
A great deal of the difficulty in.herent in
Absalom, Absalom! grows out o.f the fact that the novel tells
two stories simultaneously.

The two stories, that of Thomas

Sutpen and his grand design and that of Quentin Compson and
his struggle to find meaning in the Sutpen chronicle, are
inextricably intermingled.

This factor is an outgrowth of

Faulkner's concept of the existence of the past in the pres
ent.
The difficulty of the novel extends into the sphere
of analysis and criticism.

For it is almost impossible to

talk of one story without commenting on the other, to deal
with one level of mE:aning without being drawn into other

3
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Ievels.

Yet a clear undershmding of the work demands that

areas of the novel or levels of meaning be isolated for ex
amination.

Among these areas are Faulkner's concept of his

tory, Quentin I s struggle to :c�ind meaning in the past, the
reconstruction process, end finally, the meaning that
Quentin finds in that story.

Since all of the other areas

and much of the difficulty in the novel evolve from
Faulkner's concept of the past; that is the logical place to
begin.
At the heart of Faulkner's view of the past or his
tory is the idea that an act is never without consequences.
The consequences move from their source outward to infinity,
influencing all of our situ.0.tions and subsequent reactions.
Faulkner presents this picture of the past in the following
passage of Absalom. Absalom!:
Maybe nothing ever happe�s once and is finished.
Maybe happen is never once but like ripples maybe
on water after the pebbl� sinks, the ripples moving
on, spreading, the pool attached by a narrow umbili
cal water-cord to the n0:-�t pool which the first pool
feeds, has fed, did feed, let this second pool con
tain a different temperature of water, a different
molecularity of having seen, felt, remembered, re
flect in a different tone the infinite unchanging
sky, it doesn't matter: that pebble's watery echo
whose fall it did not e'.rsn see moves across its sur
face too at the original ripple-space, to the old
ineradicable rhyt:nm • • . j
That pebble and those ripples make up the past or history.
The fact that the ripples co�tinue pool after pool indicates
a certain changelessness or 2n endless repetition of the
consequences of past events.

At the very least, it points

toward a pressure exerted on the pools of the present by the

5
-··· ripples of the past.
The never-ending, all-pervading quality of the past
is quite evident in Thomas Sutpen's story.

His putting

aside of his Spanish wife was the pebble thrown into the
pool.

The ripples spread outward through Henry, Judith,

Charles, Clytemnestra, Ellen Coldfield, Hosa Coldfield, Hr.
Coldfield, Charles' mistress, Charles Etienne, Wash and his
granddaughter, and finally to the idiot, Jim Bond.

However,

the ripples do not confine themselves to lines of direct de
scent.

General Compson and Jason Compson are both affected

to some degree by Sutpen's pebble.

And the final, present

ripple tov.ches Quentin, who, through his reconstruction of
the Sutpen chronicle, is faced with the horrifying meaning
of the events.
It has been noted that almost all the action in the
novel is presented in the form of tableanx.

That is, the

action is presented as a picture frozen in a frame for mi
nute examination.

I think the tableaux correspond to the

pool imagery presented by Faulkner in the previously quoted
passage.

For like the pools waiting to be moved by the rip

ples from the pebble, these tableaux are situations waiting
for the action to be influenced by the pressures from the_
past.
The fact that the past cannot be denied is evident in
the way that Quentin is moved almost forcibly from indiffer
ence to the past at the beginning of the novel to an ob
session with it at the end.

The pressure from the past is
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so-great that he cannot resist it, and since it cannot be
resisted, it must be faced.

It can be faced only by dis

covering the meaning inherent in the events that caused the
pressures.

The fact that Shreve, a complete outsider, can

participate in the reconstruction indicates that the ripples
from the past have a universal quality that includes all
mankind.

This universality is further emphasized by the

fact that Shreve can merge his identity with the other char

acters in the novel.

Faulkner's picture of the past as presented in

Absalom1 Absalom! is consistent with statements that he made

to various interviewers.

In a 1952 interview with Loic

Bouvard, a French graduate student at Princeton, Faulkner
said that he agreed with Henri Bergson's theory of time.

He

stated this theory, or his interpretation of it, in these

words:

"There is only the present moment, in which I in
clude both the past and the future, and that is eternity. 11 4
F1aulkner clarified this statement somewhat in an interview
with Jean Stein vanden Heuvel which appeared in
The Paris Review:
I can move these people around like God, not only in
space but in time too. The fact that I have moved my
characters in time successfully, at least in my own
estimation, proves to me my own theory that time is a
fluid condition that has no existence except in the
momentary avatars of individual people. There is no
such thing as WAS--only IS. 5 rr WAS existed there
would be no grief or sorrow.
There are several points in these statements that

should be noted.

First, Faulkner spoke of time as a condi

tion that "has no existence except in the momentary avatars

7
of individual peop1.e. 11

The key word here is individual, and

what Faulkner is driving at is a statement of the idea that
for the individual the past holds only that existence that
the individual gives it.

So that for Miss Rosa and Mr.

Compson, two of the narrators in the novel, the version of
the Sutpen story that they present is, for them, the true
picture of the past.

Secondly, Faulkner stated that there

would be no grief or sorrow if the past existed.

If the

past existed in the present, then it would be possible to
correct the mistakes or right the wrongs whose consequences
cause such bafflement in the present.

But the past itself

does not exist in the present; only the consequences of past
actions exist.
In response to a question involving the relationship
of the future to the present during one of the class lec
tures at the University of Virginia, Faulkner stated that
man's future is inherent in man himself.
That is, that's the mystical belief that there is no
such thing as WAS. That time IS, and if there's no
such thing as WAS, then there is no such thing as
WILL B�. That time is not a fixed condition, time
is in a way the sum of the combined �ntelligences of
all men who breathe at that moment.
Just as the past exists in the present in the form of conse
quences 6f those actions taking place in the past, so the
future exists in the present as actions whose consequences
will be felt in the future.
The following passage from Absalom, Absalom! will
clarify this point:

8

Perhaps a man builds for his future in more ways
than one, builds not only toward the body which will
be his tomorrow or next year, but toward actions and
the subsequent irrevocable courses of resultant
action which his weak senses and intellect cannot
foresee but which ten or twenty or thirty years from
now he will take, will have to take in order to sur
vive the act. f
According to this concept each action we make in the present
sets up the situations that we or our descendants will have
to face in the future.

The present action also limits the

actions that we might make when meeting that future situ

ation.

There is one other point in the passage from
F'aulkner' s university lectures that should be considered.

Faulkner said that time is "the sum of the combined intelli
gences of all men who breathe at that moment."

This state

ment argues for the existence of what is termed racial memo
ry or racial consciousness.

Racial memory involves a vague

subconscious awareness of the histo1•y or the climate of the
history of the race.

This factor is important as a part of

the reconstruction process through which the past becomes

known.

Olga Vickery points out in her essay,
"The Contours of' Time,u that for Faulkner time is both the

medium and essence of man's experience.

It is objective in

that it exists and functions regardless of the presence or
absence of the individual man, and subjective in that its
8
existence depends on man's awareness of it.
The subjective
nature of time, the fact that time's existence depends on

9
man's awareness of it, pressures man for recognition.

Since

the future exists only in potentialities and the present is
This

ever changing, only the past can be given recognition.
pressure often takes a form in Faulkner's novels that is

similar to that pictured by Robert Penn Warren in such poems
as "Original Sin:

and "Pursuit."
Storv"
A Short
.
�

It in-

valves vague feelings of guilt as if one had cornrnitted and
totally forgotten some indescribably horrible crime.

The

guilt feelings are accompanied by a subconscious desire for
punishment and expiation.

'l'he pressure from the past also

results in the feeling that one's life is not one's own and
that some unseen force is directing all of one's actions.
In fobsalom, Absalorn!, Quentin Cornpson is the posses
sor of these guilt feelings.

In order to understand how

they affect h:i.m and the course they force him into, one must
first understand his background and his feeling for time be
fore he is confronted by the Sutpen story.
The South that Quentin was born into had in a sense
managed to stop time at some point shortly after the Civil
War.

The present and future were too horrible to contem

plate, too void of morality and justice, so the Southerner
of Quentin's time turned to the past for some form of guid
ance, some yardstick by which to measure his ovm behavior.
'l1 his factor resulted in Quentin I s feelings that he was
caught up in the past, that at times he could not differen
tiate past from present.

Quentin must have felt that the

past had permeated his very being.

The following passage
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-- from the novel, detailing the beginning of his confrontation
with the Sutpen chronicle, gives that impression.
It was a day of listening too--the listening, the
hearing in 1909 mostly about that which he aJready
knew, since he had been born in and still breathed
the same air in which the church bells had rung on
that Sunday morning in 1833 and, on Sundays, heard
even one of the original three bells in the same
steeple where descendants of the same pigeons
strutted and crooned or wheeled in short courses
resembling �oft fluid paintsmears on the soft
summer sky.
The inability to dissociate past from present leads Quentin
to split into two personalities, one of which exists in the
present watching the other which seems to be a spectre from
th-9 past.
Then hearin3 would reconcile and he would seem to
listen to two separate Quentins now--the Quentin
Compson preparing for Harvard in the South, the
deep South dead since 1865 and peopled with garru
lous outraged baffled ghosts, listening, having to
listen, to one of the ghosts which had refused to
lie still even longer than most had, telling him
about old ghost-times; and the Quentin Compson who
was still too yotmg to deserve yet to be a ghost,
but nevertheless having to be one for all that,
10
since he was born and bred in the deep So1 .lth • • •
There is little wonder that Quentin felt a certain impa
tience with the past.

Evidence in the novel points to a

feeJing on the part of Quentin that his life was not his
own, that he was mereJ.y the repository for all those who had
lived �nd struggled and died in the past.
His childhood was full of them; his very body was an
empty hall echoing with sonorous defeated names; he
was not a being, an entity, he was a commonwealth.
Re was a barracks filled with stubborn1back-looking
ghosts still recovering, even forty-three years af
terward, from the fever which had cured the disease,
·waking from the fever without even knowing that it
had been the fever itself which they had fought
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• a[�ainst and not the sic1mess, looking with stubborn
recalcitrance backward beyond the fever and into the
disease with actual regret, weak from the fever yet
free of the disease nnd not even aware that the
freedom was that of impotence.11
It is interesting to note that Quentin had the clue here to
his problem.

The "stubborn back-looking ghosts !! point out

the way that he should look for his answers, and in one
sense, he and the rest of the South were looking back with
regret.

For the ghosts, however, the Civil War had been

the fever.

F'or Quentin the ghosts themselves are the fever

that he is fighting against and the sickness is his inabili

ty to comprehend the past.

In spite of this backgro1md and in spite of the feel
ings that have alre2.dy been mentioned, Quentin, at first,
feels no comp1...tlsion to acknowlede;e the past.

He does feel

annoyance at the fact that Niss Rosa should pick him to hear
the Sutpen story.

"But why tell me about it? 11 he complains

to his father when he returns home.
sage he continn.es,

1 1 \Jhat

Later in the same pas

is it to rne that the land of the

earth or whatever it was got tired of him at last and turned
and destroyed him? 1112

At this point, Quentin seems to feel

that there is nothing in the past, that the past holds no
value for him.
photograph.1113

He sees the past as a 11fading and ancient
The story th2.t Miss Rosa tells him seems to

be only a dream or it has the same reality that a dream has.
It (the talking, the telling) seemed (to him, to
Quentin) to partake of that logic- and reason
flouting quality of a drean1 which the sleeper knows
must have occurred, still-born and complete, in a
second, yet the very quality upon which it must de-

12

. . . 1 . 1- d ) t o ered u-pend t o move th
_e d reamer ( ver1s1m1_1�u.e
lity--horror or pleasure or amazement--depends as
completely upon a formal recognition of and accep
tance of elapse?hand yet-elapsing time as music or
a printed tale.

However ., in spite of the dream-like quality inherent in

Miss Rosa's tellin8 of the tale, Quentin realizes that for

the tale to have any meanin�, to be more than a dream, he

must admit the passing of time and in a sense the existence
of time.

After the talk with Miss Rosa, Quentin returns home
only to hear the same story repeated by his father.
Mr. Compson's version of the Sutpen chronicle, although
based on the same facts, is somewhat different from th:1t
presented by Miss Rosa.

It is from Mr. Compson that Quentin

first learns of the problem of incest as it related to Henry
and Judith.

Cleanth Brooks notes in his work,

William F'aulkner:

'I'he YoknanatawDha Countrv, that the pro

blem of incest would have been especially fascinating to
Quentin in the light of what we know of him from
'I'he Sound and the Furv.15 Brooks dismisses this point as
being relatively unimportant, but this is the factor that
draws Quentin into the search for meaning in the past.

Per

haps he feels that the solution to his own problems can be
found if only he can understand Henry's problem.
At any rate, he can see the two of them, Henry and
Bon, with a clarity that was lacking during the account by

Miss Rosa.

It seemed to Quentin that he could actually see
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- - them, facine one another at the gate. Inside the
gate what was once a par�-< now spread, unk8mpt, in
shaggy desolation, with an air dreamy, remote and
aghast like the u..nshaven face of a man just wakin13
from eth8r, up to a huge house where a young girl
waite1 in a wedding dress made from stolen scraps
6

.

.

.

'T"
_ne impact of incest is evident in the passage that follows

r•ir. Compson's letter announcing the death of Miss Rosa_.

The

letter itself carries r�uentin back to that evening on which
h8 and Miss Rosa traveled to Sutpen I s �Iundred.

He remembers

his feeling as he left his father's telling of the chronicle.
• • • he ( Quentj_n) walk en out of his father I s talk
ing at last becaus8 it was now time to go, not be
cause he had heard it all because he had not been
listening, since he had somethine; which he stilJ.
was unable to pass • • •1 "(
�lentin cannot pass the incest problem that faced Henry,
Bon, and Judith.

It looms so 18.rgo in his mind that ho does

not hear his father's uords but concentrates instead on the
image of that confrontation between Henry and Judith after
Bon's death.
In the image that he sees, there is a likelihood that
h8 projects himself and his feelings into those of Henry:
••• that �au..nt trae;ic drarnat5.c self-hypnotized
youthful face like the tragedian in a college play,
an academic Hamlet waked from some trancement of the
curtain's falling and blundering across the dusty
stage from which the rest of the cast had depe.rted
last Commencement, the sister facing him across the
wedding dress which she was not to use, not even to
finish, the two of them slashing at one another
with twelve or fourteen words and most of these the
same words repeated two or three times so that whep
you boiled it down they did it with eight or ten,1b
There are two points in this passage that are worthy of note.
First, the passage itself is reminiscent of the exchange be-

--- ti1een Quentin and Caddy in 'I'he Sound and the Fur;[.

Second

ly, there are strong indications of the pressure from the
past evident in the passage.

'I'he principal figu1�e, Quentin

Henry sees himself as a tragic figure, a Hamlet.
importantly, he sees himself as one passed by.

And more
He is the

blundering cr·eature caue;ht up on the "dusty stage 11 of the
past.
Quentin is in this frame of mind when he travels to
Sutpen's Hundred Hith Hiss Rosa.

There he confronts Henry,

and in so doing comes face to face with the past.

He finds

no ans,;-.rers here, fo�r the past is unlmowable through direct
confrontation.

He finds only more confusion.

• • • wakinc; or sleeping he walked dmm that upper
hall beti-reen the sc8.J.ing walls anu beneath the
cracked ceiling, toward the faint light which fell
outwa.rd from the last door and pa11.sed there, saying
1 Ho.
1To 1 and then 'Only I must: I ha.ve to' and
went in, • • • waking or sleeping it was the same
and would be the same forever as long as he lived
• • •1 9
The events of that trip are with him constantly, pressuring
him to seek, but he does not know what he is seeking nor
how he should go about finding it.
The next problem that �uentin must face is admitting
the necessity of seeking in the past and lrn.owing that the
past cannot be known directly.
past?

How does one perceive the

Hyatt Waggoner feels that ideaJ.ly we must be initi

ated into the mysteries of the past by the old people.

Al

though Waggoner is speaking primarily of Go D01-m, Moses, he
notes that there is some similarity in the search of both

15

··- Quentin Compson and Ike Mc Caslin.
Ike comes to terms with the past as Quentin never
was able to for all his probing and imagination.
It is not simply that Ike listens to the voice of
Sam Yathers recreating the past. It is not even
that he listens so syrripathetically that he comes
to identj_fy himself with the old people, though
this is necessary as a preliminary to his initi
ation. He is first prepared by the voice and then
initiated by the action of Sam Fathers ••. 2o
The action of Sam Fathers that Waggoner refers to involves
the killing of Ike's first deer.

This act is, of itself,

the traditional one at which the boy passes into manhood.
However, under the guidance of Sam Fathers, the act assumes
almost religious tones and it becomes an initiation into the
flow of time.
The passage in Go Down. Moses that deals with Ike's
acceptance of and merging with time should be repeated here
because it represents the ideal, the individual coming into
perfect harmony with time .
• . • gradually to the boy those old times would
cease to be old times and would become a part of
the boy's present, not only as if they had happened
yesterday but as if they were still happening, the
mAn who wa1ked through them actually walking in
breath and air and casting an actual shadow on the
earth they had not quitted. And more: as if some
of them had not happened yet but would occur tomor
row, until at last it would seem to the boy that he
himself had not come into existence yet, that none
of his race nor the other subject race which his
people had brou�ht with them into the land had come
here yet • • • 2
This is the state that Quentin cannot attain or accept in
spite of what Waggoner terms "all his probing and imagi
nation."

But then, Quentin did not have Sam Fathers.

Sam Fathers was the son of Ikkemotubbe and a slave
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woman, and 2.s such he ·was the inheritor of two :Lines of peo
ple who were close to a natura.1 harmony with time and 113.ture.
Quentin's initiators, Miss Rosa with her inf1exibility and
Mr. Compson with hi3 scepticism, do not approach the ideal
set by Sam Fathers.

Indeed, if there h�1 been such a person

in Thomas Sutpen's life, the zrand design might not have
come about at all.
Lacking someone to initiate him into the mysteries of
the p8.st, Quent:Ln could have turned to the past as it is
presented in books.

But as Olga Vickery points out, the

history or textbook in being ruthlessly factual abstracts
emotion from the events it portrays.

\��n this happens, tha

past becomes vo5d of emotional allegiance and no longer car
ries either truth or reality.22
The only remaininc; source of information avB.ilahle to
Quentin lies in wh2.t ot:1.ers rave seen or hear•d and reported
to him.

This factor pre8ents e major problem, for if we ac

cept information from others, we must also anticipate their
bias and unintentional shading.

Quentin's situation is v0ry

similar to that confronting the reader of
The Sou.11d and the Fury.

Although each narrator in that nov

el saw the s0me events, each has an entirqly different view
of what actually happened.
The degree of bias in those 1vho told the Sutpen story
to Quentin appears to be a function of their perception of
Sutpen and their distance from him.

This means that, 8iven

the monomania evident in Sutpen's actions, those closest to
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him. ·would have more accurate information, but they would al
so be more likely to view him in an unfavorable light.
Niss Ros.9_' s bias supports this fact.

As the sister

in-law, she is much closer to Sutpen than any of Q,uentin' s
sources, except, possibly, Henry.

Yet, because of this

closer association, she presents him to Quentin as a demon.
Rosa's attitude toward Sutpen rests primarily on two basic
factors.

Each of these factors is in turn related to her

own inabil5.ty to comprehend the workings of time, for Sutpen
is the cause of her view of the world as being ruled by an
impersonal, antagonistic fate.
First, Sutpen had dominated the world of her child
hood.

Pourier points out that she had been indoctrinated

into Sutpen hatr0,d by her aunt almost from the day of her
b l. rv.... h • 23

Her father was at this time beginnine; his with-

drawal from the world, and h5.s dealings with Sutpen were in
part the cause of thj_s withdrawal.

:Sven Quentin i.s able to

notice this, for he sees her childhood as one of separation.
She seemed to stand, to lurk, behind the neat picket
fence of a small, grimly middleclass yard or lawn,
looking out upon the whatever ocreworld of that
quiet village street with that air of children born
too late into their parents' lives and doomed to con
template all human behavior throue;h the conplex and
needless follies of adults • • • 24
In a sense, Rosa spent her childhood in a state of timeless
ness, a state of being outside the flow of time.

It is

quite possible that in later contemplation, she came to
blame Sutpen for this state.
The coming of the Civil War coincided with the begin-
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nin8s of Rosa's adolescence, and with the coming of the
Civil War, her fathe:e cut her off even more surely from the
world and from tim�.

Angered at the course that history has

taket1, he withdraws into a period of no time forcing Rosa to
withdraw with him.

He refuses to sell goods to participants

in the war, forbids Rosa to speak to the soldiers, and fi
nally nails himself into the attic.
The second factor in Rosi 1 s hatred of Sutpen has its
roots in this period of her life.

Although she is caught up

in h8r fa.ther' s wi thd.r2,wa.J � she makes two major efforts to
rejoin the flow of timn.

Her poems, which date fro� this

period, are an atte�pt to reenter time by participRtine in
some way in the mnjo� hi�tnrical event of that p8riod.

Her

second effort invoJ.ves the fairy tale that ahe builds around
Charles Bon.

Her removal. from thA wor'ld has cut her off

from the future as w9lJ. as the present, and, through this
vicg�ious courtship, sh� dre�ns of
sibly be hers.

i

future that coul� pos

That this dre�m has validity for hAr is evi

dent, for she relates it to
••. that true wisdnm which can comp�·eh8nd that
there is a mi.ght-h.s.ve-be�n which is more t:ru'?. than
truth, from which the dreamer, waki.ne:, says nr)t 'Did
I but dream?' but rather says, indicts (sic] high
heaven's ve1,y self with: 11:fDy did � c:' wake since
waking I shal1 never sleep again?'";_;
Pourier is correct in asserting that Rosa's flight to
Sutpen's Hundred is an attempt to save her fairy tale
worlct.26 It is also an attempt to reenter time, for Wash
with his announcement of Eon's death has burst into Rosa's
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timeless world bringing time with him.

She rushes the

twelve miles and nineteen years to rejoin the world, to re
join the movement of tirre.

But a,sain, she finds her move

ments blocked by Sutpen, for she is confronted by him
through his son and daughters.

Henry has killed Bon, killed

the physic2,l semblance of her dream.

Clytie, whose face wa.s
to Rosa "• • • both more and less tha.n Sutpen • • • 1127 stops
her at the stairs, preventing her from seeing Ban's body.
Judith refuses to �rieve fer him.

Her dream of a future,

the fou..ri,j_ation of her fairy tale is destroyed as if it had
never existed.

She comes ta believe that Sutpen is the mo

tivation behind the destr,uction of her dream, that he is
the agent who h2.s prevented her from entering time.
Following this incirlent, Rosa, with Clytie and
Judith, retreats again into a period of timelessness.

They

live a prim:i..tiv0 existence whose only goa.J_ is to survive
til the return of Thomas Sutp0n.

ur1-

Although Rosa emphatically

sta.tes that she ha3 no intention, no idea, of marrying
Sutpen, she joins Judith and Clytie in waiting for him.
Sutpen has replaced Bon as the core of her dream of a. future.
Pourier offers an acceptable insight into Rosa's
thoughts and actions during this period.
It is sufficient to say that Sutpen represents all
that would but cannot be. In her soliloquy he is
given alternately the face of an ogre and the 'shape
of a hero. 1 She recalls that her life •was at last
worth something' when she helped ca�e for him after
the war. His proposal is accepted simply because he
is a man and, she thinks then, a heroic one: she
1 1ost all the shibboleth erupting of cannot, will not,
never will in one red instant's fierce obliteration. 1 _
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·· 'l'he breaking of the eng2,sement occurs only Hh8n h�
intimates that she is merelv., the means to nrovide
,_,
..._ ' 2- tl
,rurn
.•
-· t·, h o.nol,ner
Hl
son t o c2.r2y on t,,ne ' d.es1t,n.
Although Ross. wilJ. i:�ccept almost ::.nythin£l; to achieve h':::r
dream of a future, Sutpen's proposition is the one thing
that she cannot accept.

She flees back to town to live the

life of a pauper, irrevocably convinced that Sutpen is the
demon incarnate that shA had been conditioned to believe he
W8.S •

So in each of her attempts to e�ter the flow of time,
Ro.sa has found her3elf bloch'3cl by the figure of Thomas
Sutpen.

If we cannot accept her demonizing of the man, at

1 east

can u.n0 ers te.nd her point of v:l. ew.

W3

SlJtpen :i..s the

im:'.:)e:r•son9.l almost i.nvi.si.ble force t.hnt she conies to i:i.sso�i
ate with �lAtory end fat�.

For her, he is dem0nic in th�t

he cuts he:r off from l:i.fe and from tLc future,
Nr. Comrscrn, C�uentin 1 s other major son::•c.e,

r olds
1

a

vi91,r of the 3ntp0,1 Atory that is at or3.r1s wJ. th thFJ.t presented
by Miss Rosa.

The difference in the two accounts is e�

plainable, in pnrt, in termQ of �i�tance.

Unlike Rosa whn

was too close to Sutpen, Mr. Gompson is far enough removed
for objectivity, but too

f' n ...,..,

-· ,_.. .L

for comp}9te accuracy.

Both Waeeoner and Vickery maintain that Mr. Compson
does strive for objectivity.

They fee1 th9.t he attempts to

be an "emot iorn?,11 y uninvolved rationa 1 obs er,,er 1129 and tha.t
he attem:pts "to abstract all emotional bias from his ac
count. 1130 Yet, neither Waggoner nor Vickery notP.s that he
fails in the attempt.
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H8 finds the S Jtpen chronicle as bafflins 8.s Qirnntin
1

does.

Yes, Judith, Bon, Henry, Sutpen: all of th9m. They
are there, yet sonething is missing; they are like a
chemical fo-rmul8 ezhumed along with the letters from
that forgotten cheRt, carefully, the paper old and
faded and falling to pieces, the vriting faded, el
most indec5.phe?:Able, yet meanine;ful, familiar in
shape and sense, the name and presence of volatile
and sentient forces; you bring them toeether in the
proportions c�lled for, but nothing happens; you re
re8.c1, tedio,.rn and int8nt, porinz, m!:'tki_ng sure that
you have forgotten nothing, made no mi.scalcuJ.8.tion;
you bring them to2ether again and again nothing hap
pens: just the words, the symbols, the sh':lpes ther:i
selves, shadowy insc�utable and serene, a;ainst that
tup,;:d.d backr:r•o1-md of a horrible and bloody mi::;chane
ing-of t��a; Rffairs.31

The formula does not work because he has added one ingredi
ent.

He hf1s 1..1.nconse:iously projected hi:J owl1 feP.li.n�s into

his intarpretatinn of the st�ry.
In

h:in, T"1.me,

ll>•r

II
Ti't
81''n
·i �J V
:.1
"·- .l.t-'-' ,

an essay

011

Thr➔ 3ou.nr1 anrl th0 J:<ury, Clean th Broolrn note fl that "Hr.
2 His explanation is
Compson by 1910 1-ra.s a defe8.ted m.9.n. 113
that

11 •

•

•

the knowJ.e,3.ge of his d2,nghter 1 s wantonness had

hit Mr•. Compson h8.rd, 2.nd his parade of cynicism about women
and virfinity .

..

must have been in part an attempt to

soften the blow for Quentin and pe.rh8.ps fo.r himself. 11 33

The

cynicism displayed by Mr. Compson in The Sound 8nd the Fl.lrY
is carried over to Absalom, Absalom!.
Throughout the sections in the novel devoted to his
point of view are repeated references to virginity and to
what he feels are the unnecessary codes built around it.
feels that Henry

He
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• • • may have been conscious that his fierc·e-pro-vin-:.;
cial Is pride in his sister's virginity was a false
quantity which must incorporate in itself an inabil
ity to endure in order to be precious, to exist, and
so must depend upon its loss, absence, to have exist
ed at all. In fact, perhaps this is the pure and
perfect incest: the brother realizing that the sis
te:'s virginity must pe destroyed in order to have
existed at all • • • 34
Possibly this is the situation that he sees developing in
his own family in The Sound and the Fury.
nized Quentin's situation in that of Henry.

Perhaps he recog
At any rate,

this situation clouds his thinking in his attempt to jump
from the facts he has to those that he does not have.
In attempting to explain Judith's forbidden marriage
and the subsequent events, he seizes upon the Negro mis
tress.

He bases Sutpen 1 s actions, and those of Henry, not

on the fact that she was a Negro nor on the fact that she is
a mistress, but on the marriage ceremony between her and
Bon.

"It would be the fact of the ceremony, regardless of

what kind, that Henry would balk at:

Bon knew this.
would not be the mistress or even the child • • • "35

It
Henry

then holds the three of them, Bon, Judith, and himself in
suspension, waiting for Bon to renounce this first ceremony.
But Bon will not, and rather than see Judith as part of
Bon•s harem Henry finally fires the fatal pistol shot.

Mr.

Compson himself knows that this cannot be the cor-

rect answer:

• • • even to the unworldly Henry, let alone the more
travelled father, the existence of the eighth part
negro mistress and the sixteenth part negro son,
granted even the morganatic ceremony • • • was reason
enough, which is drawing honor a little fine even for
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the shadowy paragons which are our a.ncestors· oo·rn___
in the South and come to mqn--and womanhood about
eight�en sixty or sixty ogg. It's just incredible.
It just does not explain.�
For lack of a better answer, he continues with this expla
nation.

But he admits his bafflement, sums it all up with,

"Or perhaps that's it:

the·:r dont (s:u-J explain and we are

not supposed to-know,n37
At any rate, Mr. Compson's version of the story does
little to enlighten Quentin.
events is as thick as ever.

The cloud that hides the
We should note that in project

ing his feelings on virginity and the brother-sister rela
tionship into his account, Hr. Compson has heightened the
intensity of the bond that Quentin feels for Henry.
There js one possible remaining source that deserves
comment.

Some critics have stated that Quentin received

part of his information from his grandfather, General
Cornpson.

As Brooks has pointed 011.t, there are no references

in the novel to any conversations between the two.

All of

the information that he receives from his grandfather is sub
mitted through Mr. Compson, thus making it secondhand infor
mation, and more than that of either Mr. Compson or Miss
Rosa.

Even Quentin himself is not free from the bias evi

dent in the other characters.

We know that he is suicidal,

and that he does kill himself a short time after the recon
struction of events in £1.b.salom, Absalom!.

We also know that

he was plagued by incestuous thoughts involving his sister,
Caddy.

Although the situation propelled him into the Sutpen

2L�
sto:ry, it also clouds his thinking on certain fac-ets··-of·-that ·
story.
Shreve does not fully understand the meaning of the
events; he is too far removed in both time and distance for
c omplete under-'",tanding.

He lacks the environmental back

ground, and thc,1'.'efore the fu11 social i'mpact of Bon's Negro

blood is lost to him.

This is evidenced by the fact that he

repe8.tedly calJs Miss Rosa, Aunt Rosc"J.

The terms Aunt and

Uncle ·were frr:.,,�uently applied. by whites to older members of
the black comnr m.i ty.

Shreve h:irnself recognizes h:is own in

ability to uncle::rstand.

In the closing pRges of the novel he

says:
I just wRnt to unrterstand it jf I can and I dont
(.'3)...;..£) kn01-: '.WW to s,y it bett8)',
Because it's some
tn:i ng my �:,, 1)nle haven rt . .,;,ot.
Or if we have r-;ot it,
it all h::in 1·,,:�ned Jone; 8�,:o - 0cross the water and so now
there
a5n:, (�i.£) gnytt:Ln;:� to look Rt every day to
°

r'0·.,,,.,1 Il(.�
Lil.

.

. J,

�)
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Roweve�� it is precis8ly because of the fact that he
is so far remo,;;c,d from the events that Shreve is so impo:r.

tant to the no·rel and to the reconstruction,

His removal

allows him to sae the bias in the stories told by the other
characters awi. the bias in Quentin himself.

Only through

Shreve is it p,. ssible for Quentin to move past the bias to
the essence o: the happ�nin�s.
The que·:tion now arises of how these distorted views
of the past can be used in any interpretation of the past.
Faulkner indic::;tes in AbsalomJ Absaloml that an interpre
tation can only be arrived at through a reconstruction of
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those events ·which are known to have taken place_ and __through .
a re••creation of those events for which we lack information.
The reconstruction in Absalom, Absalom! moves from
the known to the unknown.

The arrival of Mr. Compson's let

ter rouses Shreve's curiosity.

He actually, unwittingly,

begin:3 the process by repeatine; wl18.t he has heard of the
Sutpen history from Quentin.
fir-st, thinking,

11

Althou�h Quentin resists at

I have hr➔ Rrd too much, I have been told

too much; I have had to listen to too mueh, too

lon3 . • . , 11 39 Shreve eventually pulls him into the process.

He repeats the information that he has had from his father
and that from his grandfathe r throush his fathe r.

This ren-

f:l.S

.it is -for
•
muc.11 •.-r or 'tl.J.• ,a"' ,.· 1.-,···1 1,, P...- ·i.·_, ",.. ::· -�- :.·. ":�

p1eas8.nt for Qu0nt -L n.

B:is voice is described as bein� sul

et ··1 t 1·
-.

••

•

011 1·

0
-�

J) e�.,H::,pG
.1. 1,,"'

,_

len, flat, or dead,
Finally, tb.e facts fire not enouvh to explain the hap
ponirws.

Quentin 8nd Shreve move erif>ily, almost naturally,

from the factual into the imaginative.

The imagination al

lows us to merge identities with the characters
participated in the events.

�10

actually

In the novel this mingling of

identities begins with a Charles-Shreve and a Quentin-Henry
mer,1:er.

Faulkner is explicit about tbif3 mere:er for he

states, " • • • that now it was not two but four of them
riding the two horses through the dark over the frozen De
cember ruts of that Christmas Eve:

four of them and then

just two--Charles-Shreve and Quentin-Henry • • • • 11

4°

This
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merger has become so complete that at the end of the recon
struction process it does not matter who is speaking.
This merging is absolutely necessary to an understand
ing of the meaning of history, for through it one is able to
disregard the biased elements in the accounts of the events,
and one is able to ascribe motives and reasons to those char
acters who actually participated.
past makes such a merger possible.

The universality of the
For although we have no

awareness of it, each act in the past has, to some small de
gree, affected all mankind; and has therefore become a part
of the memory of all mankind.

We are not consciously able

to recall all actions, but they are there as part of our ra
cial memory.
Father.

'.11 his is why Quentin says, "Yes, we are both

Or maybe Father and I are both Shreve, maybe it

took Father and me both to make Shreve or Shreve and me
both to make Father or maybe Thomas Sutpen to make all of
us. 1141
So racial memory of the past is used to allow us to
merge our identity with that of the characters who lived in
the past.

Through this merger we are able to reconstruct

the events as closely as possible to the way in which they
actually happened.

For those events about which we have no

information, we must use imagination to fill the voids in
our reconstruction.

The events or facts which Shreve and

Quentin create in Absalom, Absalom! are not wild or illogi
cal, for Faulkner tells us that they were, "• • • dedicated
2
to that best of ratiocination .
, 11 4 and that the people

..
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or facts that they created were " • • • probably true---enough .._ -

. .. .

These statements by Faulkner would seem to indi-

cate that the reconstruction was as close as possible to the
original pattern.

Many of the moti V'·.s and movements created by Quenbin

and Shreve are based on the fact of Bon's Negro blood.

This

fact and Quentin ts knoh·J.,·d.�e of it are essential to the re

construction process aR �resented in the novel.

It is the

one piece in the puzzle t�at allows all the others to fall

into place.

It explain� motives and events that otherwise

seem inexplicable.

There are almost 0s many answers to the question of

1vhere Quentin learnod o.r lon' s "Ifor,ro blood
t erprotat.i. ons of the nov --11. i tsel.f .

8

s there are i

1-

Yot the fact that none

of these f.1.nswer,s has be,�,, uni VF3rSRlly accepted j ndicaten

that there is r- ;ornn cloubi:

·:t:i

to their validity.

In a rec: .nt e1rna:r .• "Hhat Quentin SaH 'Out There',"

Hershel Parker advanced th0 theory that Quentin renliz d
Ron's Ncero blood when

}H,

reali,rnd that Jim Bond had the

Sutpen face and that he could only hR.ve inherited that face

f ro� Cl 1ar.es
J
Bon. J_IJJ·

Hol!•:ver, Brooks points out tri t Qu ntin

thqt Clytie had it.

An� Rosa herself did not realize that

could only know the Sutp0n face from Miss Rosa's telling him

i,
Bond had Sutpen featureE. 5

Gerald Langford's ·i.ntroduction to

Faulkner's Revision of ��'_.3alom, AbsalornJ, cont0nds that much

of the confusion surrov11 i.ng the question arises from care·•

less r0,vi sions
-

01"

the n.o"el.
V
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i::ro••eve
> ,•, • y••, 1 Cl-eant'n · BrQQ k.$--_:J.a��
1

proven satisfactorily in "The Narrative Structure of

A_l:?__�...:.l..Sl:l, .. Ab§.!l_lO"f!l.L" that this is not the case and that the

novel, except for a few minor discrepancies, is consistent. ).�b

In �_!'2.Y.,el�f....}itlJ.:Larn Faulkner, 01ga Vickery

makes no attempt to face the question of Quentin's knowledge.
And Hyatt Waegoner merely notes in

Wil.liam ..-�Faulkner:
From Jef.fe:l'.'son to the 1,Jorld that in not
---------------

. go-1-- 1n. s J.n1.
. .c> ormat ion,
te._l ].:i. ng th.. o reac1 er wh ere r..,:1..,1.en t-in
.
1.,

11

•

FauJ.kner is follow:i.ng the ,James:i.an formula of mR.king trie

:1
•
.
1112. 7
rearer
imagine.

Although I have used Cleenth Brooks as an authority

in pointinG out flaws in the theorieR of other critics,

there is much in his own ini�er·oretaU.. on that is ..Duzzl.in::.
u

Brooks contend�� in h:i r1 c:i:•i ti.caJ. 1-rork,

that Quent:l.n cou1c1 on1;v have gol;ten this information from
Henry.

Brooks b[-lses thL, interpretation on several impor'

tant passages in the novel and, more particularJ.y, on �ilist
is missing from these passa�es.
He notes that .,

11

.

..

j_f one will look on pages 181

and 266-74 he will find that 1).uentin must have learned the

secret of Bon's birth on his night visit to Sutpen's Hundred
with Miss Rosa • • • • 11 1·1-8 Both of these passages do contain

statements by Quentin to the effect that he gained the know
ledge of Eon's blood at this time.
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Thi1:1 statement li.m:i.ts Quentin's possible--sou,rce-s- t 0
Rosa, Clytie, and Henry.

Brooks eliminates Miss Rosa by

p,).i.nting out that after her meeting with Henry, ". • • she
:r•,\m8.incd :i.n almost a catatonic state, and so was unwilling-
p-"=:t'haps unable--to taJ.k. 11 1 �9 And he disposes o.f Clytie by
n•)ting that there is no nllusion to any conversation between
Cl_nnntin r-t:nd he:r before Quent.i.n went u_p_ to confront Her1y,y
-

✓

-

,

!!nr'l there w.1.s :no opnortuni ty .f'o:r Hny after Quentin re-

turned.'c:;o

If w0 accept these eliminations, Henry is the

on1y possible source.

'.I'he secret is not divulged in the

et''lD'Ve:rsation behM8D Henry Hnd Quentin. during the d:ialo2;ue
on page

373, but Brooks fenls that this fragment does not

r�esent the full exchense between �1entin and Henry.
r·:_,r;r, th9.t: the novel conta.ins many .fN1.:�:monts trP1t do not roDJ.

r0�ent f�ll accounts.

De cites the �istenco that Miss Rosa

hn·1 traveled whD.0 Quon tin wirn with Henry as ov:i.drm0e that
17 0:r.'e conversa.tion coulc1 have taken pl: ce.
1

And he believef;

t�,.nt the fact thr-1t Hnnry seems w:i.11:i.n0 to ta1k is an indi
cr1t:i.on that he wou1c1 have an,rnerecl t½e question had Quentin
:J'!i.L it to him.51
It is curious to note that Brooks sees the flaw in
t] 1 _i s interpretation.
:{\-�li am Faulkner:

In

The Yokn111Jatawuha Country he asks,

"'..r.'ould Henry Sutpen have volunteered to a stranger his rea
son for having killed Charles Bon?

Or would Quentin Compson,

D,·red and aghast at what he saw, put such questions as these
t,::i the wasted figure upon the bed ? 115

2

And in "The Narrative
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_ ··- Structure of A._bsalom. Absalom! 11 he asks, "Would Quentin, as
a. stranger entering the room uninvited, have broached inti
mate matters to Henry?

It 1 s a fair question."53

To suppo-rt

his thesis that Quentin would have put the question to

Henry, Brooks cites two points.

First, Miss Rosa would have

mentioned the name of her companion and Henry would have

recosnized the name as that of his father's only friend.54

And secondly, he points out that Henry showed no reluctance

to answ·er in the scrap of conversation that Faulkner has
given us.5.5

It is entirely possible that Henry would have an

swered the question had Quentin asked. him, but I do not feel
that Quentin would have a:3kec1 th:i.s type of question.
Quentin, because of his problems with time, honor, and in
cest, was not filled with self-confidence,

The que8t:on is

too in<'lc�J.ieate for ono of Quentin's sr:msitivity,

But if �1ontin did not learn of Ben's secret from
Henry, f-rorr1 whom did he 1 .arn it?

t:i.es.

There are t1vo pos si1)ili

It is highly probabJ.e that Clyt:i.e knew from Henry's

justification of his part in the death of Bon, and if not
from this source, then fr•om her siste1�, Judith.
there is Rosa.

Rosa is a different case.

And then

Her total baffle

ment at the handling of Eon's funeral and at Judith's lack

of grief indicates that at that time she had no inkling of

the matter.

She stated that during the time she remained at

Sutpen's Hundred waiting with Judith and Clytie for Sutpen•s
return ., "• • • not once did we mention Charles Bon."56 And
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- -it is not likely that she wou11 have bA8n told during the
period between Sutpen's return and her -fJ.isht to Jeffe:?:son.
These facts imp1y that Rosa could not h1ve kno1-m o:f Bon' s
Heero blood.
Howeve:i:•, RoP>a had spent her chi 1.:-Jhood lurkinr:'.'. in
darkened hallways and listenin; behln� closed doors.

She

would have k:noim how to take half-ho2.1�6 conversations and.
seemingly aimless aces and. cor1bine the,.1 in a reasonable ap
p1�0.ximat:i..on of the t:rutb..

Shs hRd f0,,:-.-y-three yea:rs to muJ.l

over, digest, and co�n:rute the events j_n_ the Sutpen family.
In th:i. s fashion, she could have surm:i 2 P.r1 the truth about
Charles Bon.
She t011s QuontL1 t.1:Pt therA in 1tsomethin3" hidden in
tho house.--r::,7

S�1e doas not use "somr-;on.r:" since slrn is not

spoakinB of Henry but of the secret.
waR intende� by Faulkner.

.bJ?..::3..§J_o,}1!.l.- Abr;nl��

A�parently this usa3e

The manusc���t of

contains a na8tecl.-:in ciect:i.on r..overinr; this

pa.ssa3e in which the wor-d "sor,-: ,boc1y 11 j i, crossed out anti r0pJ.acecl by the word "something.''

This rAvis:i.on occu1�s b-dce

in the passage.SB
Rosa coerced Quentin into rnaki· ,._ the trip with her
not merely to deterrrline if Henry was n.t Sutpen's Hundred,
fo1• she 8.pparently already knew th8.t.
compelled, to know if her surmisings

'8ut she was driven,
1,-Jr-.. re

correct.

She had

to put the question to Henry, for there was and had always
been, antagonism between Clytie and he�self.
Of course this is supposition, tut it would explain
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· the·compulsion she apparent1y feels, the fact that she is
willin� to use a hatchet to break in if necessary, and the
fact that she struck Clytie

�10

tried to bar her way.

It

would also answer the inc11 erluli ty that Shreve felt when he
described he:r.'

PS

Rn

nold dame, 11

• • • that hadn't been out there, hadn't set font
in the house even in forty-three years, yet who not
only said there wa□ so�ebody hiding in it but found
somebody th9t 1-rould believe her, would dr:i. ve that
hrnl ve m:iJ.os out there in a bur CY at midnight to
see if she was ri�ht or not?,59
Apparently she h2.d surmi :-Jf'..;d corr8ctly, but the con
f:i.rmat:i.on Ha.s still a t:remendous shocl:.

quentin remembered

her uith,
• • • the eyes w:L'::e :?,nd. un,c,eeins 1:i.ve a slee:p
we.J.ke:i:.r ;,, the fB.c:e F _irh h'.=lri r1lHG.}n, been tf!J 1ow
hv.ec'l :r OH posscss:i.n? somo E.;tiJ.1 y:n1 ofou.n.1e 1 some pJ.
rnost unbAarnblA, qv�l.ity of bJ.oo010ssnesh--and he
thonr.::ht, f\lh8.t? 1.Jhn-c is jt; no1v? It's not shock,60
And it nnver has been fe8r, �an it be tr�umph?.'
1

.

,

It p:rob::tbly Has tr:i.1.u-n.ph--b h1.r:'.Jh 5.n the fact that Sutpen had
1

irrevoeqbly defeated him .. elf, and t:C':i.'1..w1.�h in the knowledge
tr1;:::,t
A]th
1
--,
1 ru 1 es 0.1 1'; t',,.1e poss1·b�lit�r
.. __ ous>1
i::;poo_rn
-'-· __ ,, of Rosa
tel15.ng Q1vmti11 . tho secret on the r'ide back to Jefferson, it
is possible that she could have civen �1entin the infor
mation at that time.

The ride would have taken at least an

hour, and it is u11likely that Rosa would have remained to
tally speechless for this long a period.

However, it is

more probable that she gave Quentin the information during
the trip to Sutpen's Hundred.

Perhaps she did not tell him

the secret completely, but instead gave him enough clues to

3.3
set.his mind wor�ine.
The confh•m1t.ior1 of HhF.?.t Ho:c:Ja had told hirn, op v--rh 8.t
she had hinted nt, would h�va come from Clytie.

There are

two passRges in the novAl thRt suggest that this is tho
In th8 first t,assf:>.go, Shreve tells Quentin "..• you

C3se.

wouldn't have knoFn v-rha t anybody· wB s talking about if you
had11 1 1,- be n. o••.�
�no·
e<v i·,hPrA n
· -'·
0
..
•

-

-

.."ePrl
> ,_, ·

01�..y•t:1·0."

RffirmAtively to this st�te�e�t.
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Quent·
1·1es
.
..
ll1 rep ..

ThA sec0na passage occurs

while Shreve is rP-0ou:nt5.n�3 t'ne ev,"!nt.s that occurred that
night at Sutpnn's Hundred:
. . . and then yrn_1 · S9H t":1.a_t Glyt:i.e rs trouble wasn rt
anger nor even distrust; it w�s terror, fear. And
she cl:i.rl.n' t t e11 yoi.i i.n so m,my words beeR.11.�rn she
W8.s still keopin:·: th,-_:i_t s r.icr(:d; for- the sake o.f the
1r:.2.n i-rho had b0er hrn' FrithA:r to0 ,,in i- '311.. as for the
sekn o:f th,� :f0rn·i.J? r,-.'1}:i(; l rir) J_r_in,-;,·:i·- exister1, whose
}10re••to-for0 n :inv_i_nJ.::itr., /J, v1 rott0n rNl.U,"l lt=)lJJ;J she
stiJl :::;n�trc'ir><1-•-r1id.n 1 t tr,lJ you :i.n ::;o m·:my worr:ls
.?.nyrnorr. th2n r-;rv; 1;olrl y0 1 • :in so nir.>n;r 1-rord:1. h0i-r shE:1
h�HJ b80n :in thn r1 norri th�--1, ,-'lny 1,1h-m they bron;2:ht:
Bon' r, body in r,.r :td .J11_r}j_ t h ton1c from hi. 9 pocket -l,h0
r,10tF1l ca:,A sh•� h8d '?iVRn hir� wjt;h he-r picture j_n it;
,9he. d j rln' t tel� you, i. t just c s.mc: out of thA t8f�o:r
and thr3 fo::�r . r. ter s}rn tt.LI'nvl yo1l loo,sc . , . •')
1

i

1

First, Clytie '' ... was still ke0pine th�t seer t for the
sake of the man who had b8en her father ••

"

She wa.'3

not, as some critics have st�tsrl, kocping secret tha fact of
Henry's presance; she was keepins secret the fact of Don's
ancestry. The second fa8tor lies in the statements that
Clytie ''

. . .

.• didn't tell you in so many words .•• " and

she didn't tell you, it just came out of the terror

and the fear •••• 11

'l'hese statemerits would imply that

Clytie had said som0thing even though it is n·ot ~rec6r-cled-in
Quentin's re-creation of the scene.

She did not tell

Quentin explicitly what the secret was, but she did say
enough fo:r Quentin to add her words to those he already had
from lHss Rosa.

As Shreve repeated it,

.•• you saw it was not rage but terror, and not
nigger terror because it was not about herself but
was about whB.tever it was that was upstc1irs, that
she had kept hidden up there for almost four years;
Rnd she didn't tell you in the actual words because
even in the terror she kept the secret; neverthe
less she to1g you, or at least all of a sudden you
knew • . . . 3
·
It is also interesting to note that the secret here is re
f erred to as a

11

1,,.rhatever, 11 not "whoever" as vrould be the

case :if the term referred to Henry.

There seems to be a

link here with Hos a I s use of the term "something' 1 to refer
to the seci> et hic'!den at Sutpen' s Runr1red.
There are, then, three sc,arate refernnces to Clytie
as the ultimate source of Quentjn's know-1.edg:e of Bon's Ne_ro
blood.

But whr-i.tcvcr Quentin's souree, this fact is the

basis upon which much of the reconstruction 1·est.,.

'.I.1h0 re

construction itself moves from facts through the imagination
to an interpretation.

The facts are gained as the distorted

versions of the story are compared and revised to form a
framework of events.

Imagination su:pplies the missing ele

ments, and it also provides motives for the characters who
act with.in this framework.

From this fram13work of fact �-n<'l

mo tives it is possible to arrive at a reasonabl8 picture of
the past.

The reconstruction itself is not a true picture

3.5
for :i. t contail 1 3 elements which are quite probably -j_hcb"rrect,
but it also contains correct e18m8nts �i1ich could only be
arrived at tl1. 1'.'ough intuition.
We hav0, then, a reconstruction which does not con
tain the past, but which does contain the essence of the
p�st.

It is �ossible to arrive at an interpretation of the

events from 1;:•1;s essen�e that will allow us finally to draw
The rn ,-_ning inherent in the Sutpen chronicle must
have been voJ�y profound.
.
�Ln

b e n.. s l1i. VGY.' .1 ng:

1-Tnen Quentin ree.lizec1 it ., he lay

no t from colr'!, but f rom

wha.t he h9d 1°r�Rlized.

.i..,

vl1e

•
1- o f
J.mpor·1.1

If we accept the past as bej_n,g: uni ver

saJ., then an:r r11ean:i..n::; dox·iverl. from the pe.st must Rlso be uni
versc=i.J.,

Ariel t1·1erefore, the rnean:i ng that faces Qurmtin would

not lie just Fith the fall of Sutpen or with the fall of the
old 3outh, bi.I -:: with all mo.n1d.nc1.

The rrieanin13 or moral truth

thst '�Jentin fqce8 is the fact of individual responDibility.
Throu0_)1 the :: 0 ,r;onstruction proce;�s he h.8.s found thc1t the
•.

worl.d

J. .s

sh::ip 1-1 and ordered by the actions of those men who

lived in the ,'':1st.

He also found that one must accept re

sponsibility ::'""nr one's own actions and for whatever cons quences thes8 qctions may have in the future.

The decision

to accept or �0ject the responsibility is made all the more
appallins sinr:e there is no way of knowing what shapes these
consE:q_uences

i··,1.y

take nor in what a:i.rection they may move.

Thomas Sutpen ., through his act of putting aside the
Spanish wife, had chosen to reject the responsibility
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embodied in the marriage.

This rejection is the s-ourc-e of

all the sufferins that follows.

It is true that he at

tempted to buy his way free, but freedom froro responsibility
cannot be bought nor the workings of moral principles slowed
with money.
This is exactly the approach that we find used by
modern man in similar situations.

Both Hyatt Waggoner and

Cleanth Brooks have pointed out that Sutpen is, in a real
sense, modern man.

In his essay, Was5oner states that:

S1J_t:9en Has the new man, the post-Ifachiavellian man
consciously l:i_ v:ing by �:io1,-r0r knowledg8 alone, re
fusin3 to ackn01-!ledge the vR.lidi ty of principl 13s
th�tt he ?an:not or will not live by anci izr�'.i tinJ;
_ ..i nr: tl-:.:)t ti.n1:1· 1ry -� 1"','; ;�(�()�····\ -:�:. ·1·.._ , ... l ......
r�0�,.1�.1 -( :·�- l,C -)(Y;;.·1
4

t:., •-:-.f!t

x�[:it1oµt1.l c1!:-11�it:/.

I-Te 15.1r0r3 t,�)T 2. c::,_Ic111.r..J.·:�r::c�

l?Y..1J8diEH1C''.
ti!.!
,Y
;.

CJeanth Brooks says,

11

!

.-

I ha VE'! 't'etnf?.r1--cecl that Sutpen ts j_nno•

cence :1.8 pP-c1.1.li.rn�1y th8 innocence of modern m2n.

mod8rn man, Sntpen ooes not be1i0ve in Jeho al •
believe in the goddess Tyche.
luck.

by

He doe�; not

Ee is not the victim of b d
6

He simply m:?.de a m.istake.11
Thomes Sutpen live�

Por like

5

th� belief that there i

power or force greater than himself.

no

The flaw in his make

up comes from this belief, and it accounts for th., suJ'fering
in the novel.

Hage;oner states that "his error harl. been ul-

tin?.:tely, of c.o-i.n:is0, in trie nvrr·,,l s-,11:rn ! t",P.t �10. i1ci, i '?.l�-r���--s

treated pcO!)le as thi.n:�s. 11 66

Su:i':f:'e:r:':'..n'._· ru-ir1 deR.t"t-1 e.:re the inevitable results of
such beliefs and such act.ions.

The impact of all this was

not lost on Quentin for he lived at the time of the emergence

of the modern rn8.n.
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And all the horror of what- wa·s -irr-·store

for future generations was apparent to him.
Faulkner has emphasized this view in the novel in
several ways.

First of all, the title and story line, to

some e..�tcnt, follow the Biblical references to Absalom ., the
son of David.

An� secondly, the fate of Jim Bond is reminis

cent of the voice crying in the wilderness that is recorded
in the book of Isaiah.

The fact thc.t the prophet in

Ahsa,lom2 Absalo!!Jl. is an idiot and that the cry has become an
almost inhuman how1 serves to intensify tho horror of the
situation in which modern man finds himself.

REQUIEM FOR A NUN
Although Requiem for a Nun is usually viewed as the
sequel to Faulkner's earlier work, Sanctuary, it is much
closer in theme and technique to Absalom, Absaloml.

It is

true that Requiem for a Nun does return to the lives of
Temple Drake and Gowan Stevens a number of years after the
events depicted in Sanctuary, and that Requiem for a Nun
does explore further the concepts of law and justice that
were presented in that novel.

However, as Olga Vickery

points out, in Requiem for a Nun these concepts are ap
proached in a manner that is quite different from that em
ployed in Sanctuary.67 This different approach is an out
growth or continuation of the themes and techniques that
Faulkner presented in Absalom, Absalom!.

When viewed as

companion pieces, it can be seen that Absalom, Absalom! de
tails the paths through which the past may be approached,
and Requiem for a Nun explores the existence and workings of
the moral truths or principles embodied in the past.
Many elements in the two novels correspond, but one
of the more basic connections is evident in Temple herself.
For Temple, in Requiem for a Nun, is an extension of Thomas
Sutpen.

Just as Sutpen was the modern man in implication,

Temple is the modern man in fact, and many of the statements
made by critics on this facet of Sutpen's character apply
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also to Temple.

She apparently does not believe-in-a-power

greater than herself nor does she believe in luck, and like
Sutpen she tends to use people as things.

To her, Gowan is

merely a convenience or possibly a means of self-punishment,
Nancy is someone to talk to who could understand her termi
nology, and the blackmailer is both an escape from an unhap
py marriage and a means of further self-punishment.
The parallel does not end here, for Temple's situ
ation assumes a pattern much like that of Sutpen.
have committed a violation of moral law:

'I'hey both

Sutpen's putting

aside of the Spanish wife was a refusal to accept the re
sponsibility inherent in his marriage vows and 'I'emple's
failure to resist the evil that entrapped her was a refusal
to accept responsibility for her own actions.

aware of the implications of such a refusal,

Neither is
When the con

sequences of their actions begin to appear, they are both
baffled.

Sutpen tried to reduce the whole affair to a reci

pe so that he could find the missing ingredient, the proportions that were wron g.

Temple cannot accept her own part in

the events portrayed in Sanctuary; she cannot understand why
she actually chose to accept the evil when she could have
fled it so easily.

Of the trip to Memphis she stated,

• • • I had two legs and I could see, and I could have simply screamed up the main street of any of the little towns
we passed, just as I could have walked away from the car aft er Gow--we ran

.1•

t in
. t o the t ree • • • • 11

68

Such a violation of moral principle apparently carries

within itself its own seeds of destruction or doom. -- ---- -- Sutpen's doom took the form of the son that he had helped
create and then denied along with the Spanish wife.

This

son, Charles Bon, who arrived years after the original act,
brings with him a host of other moral violations including
incest, miscegenation, and murder.

Temple's doom, in much

the same fashion, came in the form of the love letters that
she had written while in the Memphis sporting house.

Like

the doom that overtook Sutpen, these letters bring with them
adultery, child abuse, and murder.

Sutpen's doom led ulti

mately to the destruction of his empire and of his descend
ants, and Temple's, but for the intervention of Nancy, would
have had much the same effect.
It is ironic that both of these violations of moral
principle are based on a failure to accept individual re
sponsibility, and yet both can, to a certain extent, be rec
tified by an admission of that same responsibility.

Charles

Bon wanted only recognition from Sutpen, and that recognition
would have carried with it an acceptance of the responsibili
ty that Sutpen had evaded.

Similarly, had Temple acknowl

edged the letters, accepted responsibility for them, the
blaclanailer would have had no hold over her.

In both cases,

the past would have ceased to trouble them, and a great deal
of human misery could have been avoided.
In addition to being an extension of Thomas Sutpen,
Temple also contains much of Quentin Compson.

She is sensi

tive enough to feel the pressure of the past for recognition,
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and her responses to this pressure are much like- those.-o.f-
Quentin in Absalom, Absa1om!.

She suffers the same .fragmen

tation o.f personality, the same guilt .feelings, and attempts
the same denial and flight that Quentin did.

All of her re

actions in response to the past are similar to Quentin's re
actions, and they all meet with the same results.
Temple's .fragmentation of personality is evident in
the fact that she sees herself as two different people,
Temple Drake and Mrs. Gowan Stevens.
haunted by her past.

As Temple Drake she is

This is the personality that hired

Nancy, "the ex-dope-fien.d nigger whore," so that she will
have someone to talk to.

She can neither explain the appar

ent liking for evil that she finds within herself nor resist
the forces that she has set into motion.

Mrs. Gowan Stevens

is that fragment of her personality that tries to fit into
the modern society of Jefferson, Mississippi.

She is merely

a facade turned to the world, a fragment that is comp letely

disassociated from the past and untouched by it.

At times

in the novel, the Mrs. Gowan Stevens fragment assumes the
shape of the bereaved mother whose child had been taken

through no fault of her own, but as Temple Drake she knows
better.

Temple Drake, a personality very much affected by the

past, is heir to the guilt feelings that accompany a denial
o.f the past.

These guilt feelings involve the thought that

one has committed some horrible crime that demands equally
horrible punishment. Perhaps these feelings account for her

refusal to accept the letters when they are freely--offered
by the blackmailer.

Subconsciously she believes that the

course she attempted to take, the flight with the black
mailer, will cause her enough grief and punishment to atone
for the crime she feels she has committed.
While Quentin for a time refused to accept the possi
bility of any meaning in the past, Temple tries to deny the
past existence entirely.

She attempts to give the past ex

istence only in the mind of man.

Then by refusing to accept

that existence in her own mind, she can delegate the past to
nothingness.
Because suddenly it could be as if it had never
been, never happened. You know: somebody-
Hemingway, wasn't it?--wrote a book about how it had
never actually happened to a gir--woman, if she just
refused to accept it, no matter who remembered,
bragged. And besides, the ones who could--remember
--were both dead. 9
However, she finds that any attempt to deny the past is
doomed to failure.
in the novel,
bering?.1170

11

For as Gavin remarked to Gowan earlier

• • • you cannot, can never not, stop remem-

Temple also finds that one cannot flee the past.

Her

trip to California after the trial makes this fact clear to
Speaking of Nancy's impending execution, her son asks,
"'Where will we go then, mamma?'1171 And on her return to

her.

the hotel that same day she finds the note from Gavin which
echoes the same words.

The answer to the question is of

course, nowhere.
Finally, although she knows that one cannot ignore,

4-3
deny, or flee the past, Temple still cannot accep.t_its.-.hold
on her.

She states, "If I would just stop struggling:

how

much time we could save.

I came all the way back from Cali
f'ornia, but I still cant (sic) seem to quit. 11 7 2
Temple's situation is complicated by the fact that
the society in which she lives has committed precisely the
same violation of moral law that she has committed.

The

three act play, which tells of Temple's efforts to extricate
herself from the situation in which she has been placed by
her own refusal to accept responsibility, forms the central
core of the novel.

Interchapters which tell of the displace

ment of moral law and the founding of a society based on the
refusal to accept responsibility precede each of the three
acts of the play.
"'I'he Courthouse (A Name for a City)," which functions
as a prologue to the dramatic presentation of the first act,
portrays the beginning of the growth of Jefferson from a
sleepy frontier settlement into a city.

The name of the

city itself and the courthouse around which it grows are
traced to an attempt by a few individuals to avoid responsi
bility for the loss of the.lock belonging to Alexander
Holston, or in other words, in an attempt to

II

• • • cope

with a situation which otherwise was going to cost somebody
money • • • • 1173

The lock itself is charged off as, "• • •

proofless and ephemeral axle grease • • • • "74

Old Alec

Holston is paid fifteen dollars by the town, and all con
cerned feel that the responsibility for the loss of the lock
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has been succe�sfully avoided.

Yet, Faulkner writes---that--

the avoidance leaves, " • • • the whole race of man, as long
as it endured, forever and irrevocably fifteen dollars defi
cit, fifteen dollars in the red • • • • "7 5
Instead of avoiding responsibility, the members of
the community have succeeded in replacing moral law, justice,
with man-made law.

The responsibility of payment for the

missing lock has been transferred through legal machinations
from the moral sphere into the legal sphere, thus replacing
moral law with man-made law.

This process, once begun, is

one which feeds upon itself and grows almost without re
straint.

When viewed in this light, the courthouse seems

the next inevitable step.
Olga Vickery points out in
The Novels of William Faulkner that the courthouse itself is
a paradox.
It is at once the symbol of man's dream of moral per
fection and the cause of its destruction. Having
housed their hopes and aspirations not only decently
but magnificently, men freed themselves of the re
sponsibility for making their dreams a reality. The
subsequent confusion of morality and legality was in
evitable; appropriately, the temple of justice serves
as the guardian of all the old, accumulated legal
documents, which are a constant reminder of legalized
injustice,
men's exploitation of the land and of
other men. 7

gr

The courthouse, symbol of man's perfection and of the socie
ty which built it,·has a rottenness at its core just as the
society is founded on an immoral act, and it too has a rot
tenness at its core.
It is ironic that on three different occasions there
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were warnings of the possible outcome of the events-�---------
Vickery notes that Ratcliffe, representing the voice of the

individual, is silenced by the voice of the group. 77

Sutpen's French architect, speaking of the courthouse and

the town, tells them that, "'In fifty years you will be try
ing to change it in the name of what you will call progress.
But you will fail; but you will never be able to get away

from it.,n 78

And finally, Peabody tells the man for whom

the town was named, "•Only her name's Jefferson now. We
cant (sic) ever forget that any more now. 1 u 79 Each of these
three, Ratcliffe as the individual, the architect as the
aesthetic, and Pettigrew as representative of that govern
ment which had so recently declared itself to be based on
moral principles, warned of the ensuing but unforseeable
consequences that must follow should the courthouse and all
it represents be initiated.
'11he second of the interchapters, "The Golden Dome
(Beginning Was the Word)," moves from Jefferson to the state
capitol at Jackson.

The "Word" referred to in the title of

the interchapter is, of course, statehood or commonwealth.
For this segment portrays th� growth of those same forces
evident in the founding of Jefferson into a much larger more
powerful entity.

They have grown until, "• • • men's mouths

were full of law and order, all men's mouths were round with
the sound of money • • • • 11 80

Morality is a thing of the

past, a tradition that most men consider to be dead.

What

had begun simply as an effort to avoid the payment of fif-
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teen dollars for a missing lock has become a forc~e-that J5er
vades and controls all segments of human society.

The gold

en dome, symbolic of this society, proves to be, " • • • more
durable than the ice and the pre-night cold, soaring, hang
ing as one blinding spheroid above the center of the Commonwealth, incapable of being either looked full or evaded,

,,81
peremptory, irrefragible, and reassuring • • • •

"The Jail (Nor Even Yet Quite Relinquish--)" is the
third and final interchapter in the novel.

This segment re

. turns to the history of Jefferson, following it from the fi
nal point in the first interchapter to the present.
The jail itself presents something of a paradox.
Faulkner noted in the first interchapter that the jail was
as old as the town, which makes it older than the courthouse
and older than the displacement of moral law upon which the
society is based.

And in the final interchapter, Faulkner

tells us that the jail has watched the flow of progress
around itself.

Thus the jail is representative of the past

in the present, and progress, or the movement of time, mere
ly flows around it.
two ways.
exist:

This interpretation is underlined in

First, the old logs of the original jail still

they are merely encased in a modern trapping of

brick and plaster.

And secondly, the story of Cecelia

Farmer and the scratching on the window pane can evoke a
presence dead for a hundred years.

In another sense, the

jail is, as Olga Vickery views it, both extension and denial

or

the forces which have built the modern world.

The jail
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is extension in that,

11•

•

•

punishment has become -as--ab---

stract and arbitrary as the law it reports to implement.11 82
The result is, of course, "• • • complete chaos in which
public morality is confused with virtue, legal immunity with
innocence, and legal punishment with penitence.11 83 This
system has removed from the individual the responsibility
for self-judgment and for self-punishment.

The jail is a

denial of those same forces in that it isolates the individ
ual from the rest of society, thereby forcing him to see his

own individuality, and presumably his own responsibility. 8 4
Michael Millgate states in his work,

The Achievement of William Faulkner, that the interchapter

entitled, "The Courthouse (A Name for a City), 11 first ap
peared in "Harper's."

The story version was shorter than

that in �eguiem for a Nun, but the important fact is that
the story version indicates that Gavin Stevens is the source

of the story.

Millgate further states that, "• • • although

the interchapters of the novel are narrated in terms of the
conventions of third-person objectivity, the attitudes they
embody are close to those expressed by Gavin Stevens in the

dramatic sections • • • • " 8 5

From this fact and from his

role in the dramatic sections, Millgate concludes that,
"Gavin Stevens • • • is effectively the controlling intelli

gence throughout the whole of Reguiem for a Nun • • • • " 86
But what of Stevens himself?

He is the one advantage

that Temple Drake possesses that both Thomas Sutpen and
Quentin Compson lacked.

Gavin Stevens functions in this
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novel much like Sam Fathers functioned in Go Down1--Moses .
He, better than anyone else in the novel, except Nancy, un
derstands the past, its affect on the present and future,
and how it must be dealt with.

Certainly, he is the pivotal

figure in the novel, and it is he who guides Temple in her
efforts to come to terms with her past.
Gavin is described in Requiem for a Nun as being a
lawyer, educated at Harvard and Heidelburg, who is, " • • •
champion not so much of truth as of justice, or of justice

as he sees it . • • • 1187

Further, he is said to look more

like a poet than a lawyer, and perhaps there is more in this
statement than first meets the eye.

If Gavin is more poet

than lawyer in his thinking, then he is better suited to
perceive the lack of truth or of justice in the world around
him.

He is also better suited through the poetic imagi

nation to initiate and control the reconstruction process
through which the past must be approached.

And since injus

tice has its roots in the past, this approach must be used.

Olga Vickery states that, "Stevens' concern is to re

establish justice as a moral and personal concept instead of
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merely a legal and social precept.11

Or in other words,

Gavin intends to re-establish justice as an individual re
sponsibility.

To do this, he must begin with the individual

in general and with Temple Drake in particular.

He intends

to make Temple aware of the fact that she is responsible for
the part that she has played, make her see the injustice
that she as an individual has caused and perpetuated.
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Temple 1 s concept of justice and of the individual--1 -s
part in it is evident in her actions at the beginning of the
novel.

The pretense for her return from California and for

the visit to the governor is the saving of Nancy's life.
She offers to commit perjury and originates the idea of the
affidavit.

Such actions seem to indicate that she sees jus

tice as an extension of man-made law, as an abstract concept
which can be maneuvered to suit one's own ends.

And even

this concept is so huge and impersonal that she feels no re
sponsibility toward it.
Gavin makes it clear at the outset that there are
certain qualifications which must be met if Temple is to
cease being troubled by her past.
"The past is never dead.

First, he insists that,

It's not even past." 8 9

This

statement indicates that a return to the past is necessary
to find justice, and the only way the past may be approached
is through the reconstruction of past events involving the
imagination.

Vickery clarifies Gavin's statement somewhat

by noting that, "Each decision, whether personal or communal,
initiates a sequence of cause and effect which weaves a pat

0
tern of retribution independent of man's will or desire." 9

But she also notes that man can reverse the pattern of his
life, and by so doing, affect to some extent the past.91 So
Gavin apparently hopes that by forcing Temple to see her own
part in the growth of and perpetuation of injustice, he can
cause a change in her life that will to some extent lessen
those forces.

so

This point leads to the second qualification-.----Gavin
stated that he wants Temple Drake.

Temple is that facet of

the Temple Drake-Mrs. Gowan Stevens personality with which
he must deal.

Mrs. Gowan Stevens is merely an outward

facade, a face turned toward the world.

She lives in and is

concerned only with the present while Temple Drake is very
much concerned with and influenced by the past.
Thirdly, Gavin stated that he wanted the truth.

The

truth is essential to what he plans, for as he puts it,
"What we are trying to deal with now is injustice. Only
truth can cope with that. Or love.1192 Only truth can cope
with injustice which is itself an untruth.

Also, Gavin

knows that Temple has been lying to herself for eight years
and that for her arriving at the truth will be a very pain
ful process.

The method used by Gavin to combat injustice

is essentially the same as that used by Shreve and Quentin
in Absalom, Absalom! to arrive at the meaning in the Sutpen
stoi•y.

He intends to make Temple reconstruct the events in

her past so that she can see for herself the morality and
justice, or lack of them, in each aspect of her actions.
In Requiem for a Nun the reconstruction comprises the
entire second act, and it involves Gavin, the governor, and,
of course, Temple.

It differs from the process detailed in

Absalom, Absalom! in one aspect.

The major participant in

th e events is also the major participant in the recon
s truction.

Because of this fact, the reconstruction assumes

some of the aspects of a confessional, and religious factors
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representing the moral laws that have been violated--inevita
bly become a part of the process.
The make-up of the participants forms an interesting
pattern because of the religious factor.

Temple becomes the

reluctant but penitent sinner confessing her sins.

Gavin,

assuming the role of the priest, prompts Temple, forcing the
confession in spite of her reluctance.
the governor, too, is symbolic.

Faulkner notes that

He appears to be, "• • • no

known person, neither old nor young; he might be someone's
idea not of God but of Gabriel perhaps, the Gabriel not be
fore the crucifixion but after it.1193 The governor appears
to represent the supreme moral power; however, he is also
the highest elected official in the state and as such is al
so representative of those forces which have displaced moral
law.

Temple's confession, then, is made not to those forces

representing moral good but to that faceless form symbolic
of the displacement of moral law.

By the end of the recon

struction this form has been replaced by Temple's husband,
Gowan, so that her final confession is made not to the state
but to the individual.

This fact seems to indicate an ulti

mate return to individual responsibility and to the tradi
tional moral laws.
One remark made by Gavin during the second act has
been viewed differently by critics. Olga Vickery sees this
remark, "Wait. Let me play too,1194 as an attempt by Gavin

to stop Temple's final defense against accepting her part in
the course that events have taken.95 Michael Millgate feels

that this and other comments represent Faulkner•s.-efforts,
II

• • • to create artificial opportunities for Stevens to

speak • • • • 1196

Actually, the quote as it appears in

Requiem for a Nun is an exact duplicate of one appearing in
Absalom_, Absalom!..

In both instances it seems that the

quote is part and parcel of Faulkner's approach to the recon
struction process.

In one sense the reconstruction is play

in that one builds motives, events, and characters with the
imagination.
There are other important correspondences between the
reconstructions presented in the two novels. In
A_�salom, Absalom! there were times when the imaginations of

the two participants were merged, or at least moving in iden

t ical directions. Faulkner indicated this fact by repeat

edly telling the reader that it did not matter who was speak

ing.

In Requiem for a Nun this joint imagination, the fact

that Gavin could tell 'I1emple' s story a.s well as she could
herself, is pointed out through the riding analogy.

The hur

dle that Temple must clear is compared to a fence which must

be cleared by a horse and rider.

Once the re-creation of

events has started, Temple states that even if the fence can

not be cleared, it can be broken through.

Gavin replies,

"Which means that anyway one of us will get over standing up.
Oh yes, I'm still playing; I'm going to ride this one too.1197

The horse and rider when clearing a barrier must act as one
unit, one entity, as if both were controlled by a single
mind.
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Also like that in Absalom, Absalom!, the

rec·on..:�·- --·

struction in Requiem for a Nun contains a merging of identi
ties.

This facet of the reconstruction involves a merger by

one of the participants with the identity of one of the
characters involved in the actions of the past.

And on at

least one instance, Gavin tells the reader that his identity
has merged with that of Temple's former lover, Red.
One of the first points that emerges during the proc
ess is Temple's realization of the fact of evil.

She states

that evil is terrible because it can replace God, can become
the guiding force in one's life.

It is also a very conta-

gious thing for, " • • • there is a corruption even in just
looking at evil, even by accident; that you can't haggle,
traffic, with putrefaction--you cant (sic), you dont (sic]
dare • • • • 1198

And further, she indicates the necessity

and difficulty of individual resistance.
It's not even that you must resist it always. Be
cause you've got to start much sooner than that.
You've got to be already prepared to resist it, say
no to it, long before you see it; you must have al
:ea�y ��id no to it long before you even know what
it is. '-J '-J
Temple's difficulties arose from the fact that she,
not knowing what evil was, found herself caught up in it.
Her problem was compounded by the fact that she, having
found out what evil was, made no effort to resist it.

She

did not take responsibility for her actions; perhaps she
felt that she could always claim that the events were things
beyond her control that had happened to her.

.

'
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In one sense her failure to resist evil is--as- -great
an offense against moral law as actively pursuing evil.

Her

failure to accept responsibility, to resist evil, is a con
doning of that evil, and that fact is the source of her sin.
Temple's response to her failure is much like that of
Thomas Sutpen.

They both felt that the past could be treat

ed like a balance sheet, that there was some action they
could take which would mark the debt paid in full.

Sutpen

tried to use money to buy off the Spanish wife; Temple tried
to use gratitude.
Gowan had married Temple in an attempt to expiate his
part in her past.

Through the marriage, Temple finds:

• • • that there was something even better, strong
er, than tragedy to hold two people together: for
giveness. Only that seemed to be wrong. Only may
be it wasn't the forgiveness that was wrong, but
the gratitude; and maybe the only thing worse than
having to give gratitude 88nstantly all the time,
is having to accept it-- 1
The marriage itself is nothing but an endless cycle of for
giveness on the part of Gowan which requires gratitude on
the part of Temple.

She stayed, endured the marriage, per

haps because she felt that the marriage was a part of that
self-punishment that she deserved, or perhaps because she
felt that the situation was similar to her stay at the Mem
phis sporting house in that she could walk away any time she
chose.
Then the first child is born and she discovers the
flaw in her reasoning.

There is no escape from the past,

and self-flagellation isn't enough.
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It was as though she realized for the first time--- __
that you--everyone--must, or anyway may have to, pay
for your past; that past is something like a promis
sory note with a trick clause in it which, as lon�
as nothing goes wrong, can be manumitted in an or�
derly manner, but which fate or luck or chance, can
foreclose on you without warning.101
The endless cycle of forgiveness and gratitude was the or
derly manner in which she tried to pay the debt.

The fore

closure ca.me in the form of her son.
Like Sutpen, she found that the consequences for an
act or violation do not confine themselves to the one who
corn.�itted the act, but spread outward in ever-widening cir
cles.

She now had to worry about the child as well as about

herself, for Gowan had begun to doubt that he was the father
of the child.

'J�he son's innocence of any wrong-doing was

irrelevant, for the sins of the fathers, or mothers, do fall
on the heads of the sons.
Temple's doom comes in the form of the love letters
written eight years prior to the time of the novel.

The

letters bring with them that same evil that she failed to
resist eight years ago, and she fails to resist it now.

The

consequences of her violation of moral law seem to fall with
ever increasing rapidity and ever increasing intensity.
Perhaps her proposed flight with the blackmailer rep
resents another attempt on her part to pay the eight-yearold debt through anguish and self-punishment.
she was committed to this course of action.

In any case,
Nothing Nancy,

the only other person who knew her plans, could say or do
would stop her.

So Nancy took what she felt was the only

(
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course open to her; she stopped Temple's flight by-murdering·
the infant daughter.
Most critics have not treated Nancy very kindly.
Michael Millgate tells us that although Faulkner intended
Nancy to be the nun in the title of the novel, intended her
to be a sympathetic and tragic figure, he feels that it is
impossible to accept her as such because of the murder of
the child.

He continues with the statement that, "Faulkner

insists on Nancy's ignorance and on the simplicity of her
faith, but the murder seems the act of a fanatic, worthy
rather of a Doc Hines than of the Dilsey whom Nancy in many
ways suggests."102 Hyatt Waggoner echoes much the same sen

timents, and he concludes that Nancy must be slightly mad.103
Cleanth Brooks is more sympathetic toward her, feeling that
her drastic measures are justified.

However, he feels that

Nancy as a character is not developed well enough in the
4
novel for many readers to find her convincing.10
Upon reading the accounts of these critics and upon
reading the novel, one can come to only one conclusion.
Nancy is indeed slightly mad, and she does possess a certain

a.mount of fanaticism.

Only madness could account for her

confrontation with the man at the bank, and certainly there
is madness evident in the murder of the infant.

Her fanati

cism, which is itself a form of madness, can be seen in her
conversation with Temple during the final act of the novel.
However, Nancy should not be dismissed quite as casu
ally as some critics seem to have dismissed her.

In fact,
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when she is viewed against the backdrop of a societ-y-rounaed
on a basic rottenness, she becomes one of the few sane char
acters in the novel.

As Olga Vickery points out, the knowl

edge that Gavin forces into Temple's awareness, Nancy al
ready has.

The sacrificing of the child and of her own life

have a meaning in addition to forcing Temple to accept her

own responsibility and to save the child from suffering.

Vickery states it, "However horrifying her action, she has

As

stopped Temple from starting yet another pattern of evil to
be paid for not only by herself but by her children and per
haps even her children's children.11 105 Vickery also points

out that by her clear, emphatic acceptance of her own guilt
in the matter, Nancy is to a certain extent reversing those
forces which have replaced moral law with man-made law.

For

she has reaffirmed, "• • • her own moral nature, her own re
sponsibility not only to the law but to herself and to

God."106

And finally, it is Nancy who, with that one word,

"Believe, 11 provides "J.1emple with the key to understanding her

own dilemma.

Gavin has already forced her to acknowledge

that an evil carries with it consequences which can appear
years and generations later.

He has shown her that only

through an acceptance of individual responsibility for that
evil can the consequences be halted.

But what then?

She

knows from her marriage that forgiveness and gratitude can
themselves become an evil.

From Nancy she learns that evil, or sin, is inevitable,
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and that suffering not only for individual sins but--for the
sins of man must follow.

After the suffering, there is the

promise of forgiveness from God, not the hope of forgive
ness, for Nancy states that man must give up hope.

This

brings us back to the key word, "Believe," and hoping does
not carry with it complete belief.

Forgiveness is a trap

into which Temple has fallen once, but the forgiveness of
God does not require gratitude in ever increasing doses as
does the forgiveness of man.
The implications of what Nancy reveals. are as devas
tating to Temple as the implications of the Sutpen chronicle
were to Quentin.

She asks Nancy, "Believe what?" and Nancy
replies, 11 I dont (sic) know. But I believes."107 This ex
change leaves her facing that awful question that has con

fronted man for ages, "And suppose tomorrow and tomorrow,
and then nobody the1'e, nobody waiting to forgive me.11 1 08
And of course, there is but one answer, "If there is none,
I'm sunk. We all are. Doomed. Damned. 1 1109 Without God,
without a supreme moral principle, there is nothing, and
life itself becomes a mere exercise in futility.

Gavin un

derlines the fact that without God, man is doomed, "Of
course we are.

Hasn't He been telling us that for going on

two thousand years? 11110

Requiem for a Nun ends on a more optimistic note than
does Absalom1 Absalom!.

In Absalom, Absalom!, the final

chord is struck by the sole remaining Sutpen, a half-wit
howling in the wilderness whose cries prophesy the rise of
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that society of which Sutpen is symbolic.

The old ··tra- - -

di tions, which are based on moral law and which hold not the
idea of truth and justice but truth and justice themselves,
are falling away leaving man stripped of nobility and bereft
of guidance.

Requiem for a Nun picks up this theme where

Absalom, Absalom! leaves off, and it portrays the anguish
which must inevitably be, given that lack of nobility and of
guidance.

But Requiem for a Nun also offers an answer.

Justice and nobility are possible, but only if man
returns to an acceptance of and compliance with those time
less, universal moral laws which formed the basis for the
discarded traditions.

Christianity embodies these moral

laws and is itself responsible for many of the traditions.
As Hyatt Waggoner notes, Requiem for a Nun does not attempt
111
·
t o prove the ex1s,ence
. t
o f God or o f a supreme be1ng.
But, Requiem for a Nun does argue that a return to the ten
ets and rules of proper conduct.as expressed in Christianity
is necessary.
And in one sense, the status of Christianity doesn't
really matter for as Olga Vickery points out, "If heaven and
even God are simply figments of man's imagination, he must
still act as if both are indisputable since man's ethical

responsibility is a necessity and not a contingency."112

And this fact, stated on a much more elemental level comes
out simply as Nancy's, "Believe."

CONCLUSION
I began this paper with two purposes in mind.

First,

I felt that a study of Absalom, Absaloml and of
Requiem for a Nun would lead to an understanding of
Faulkner's concept of the relationship of man to history.
These two novels do present this concept quite adequately.
Moreover, they present the responses of the members of the
Sutpen and of the Stevens families to the consequences of
that history in depth.
Secondly, I felt that the understanding gained from
that study could be used as a tool to aid in the evaluation
of Faulkner's other works.

A reading of the other novels

with that concept of history in mind reveals that many of
Faulkner's other major characters are caught up in this same
man-versus-history relationship in some fashion.
The two novels that deal with the Sartoris family,
The Unvanguished and Flags in the Dust, mirror this entrap
ment.

Colonel John Sartoris lived during a period of tre

mendous change; during the course of a few short years cer
tain codes and traditions suddenly lost their content and
their meaning.

Yet, Sartoris attempted to continue his life

as if these codes and traditions were still binding and
meaningful.

As a result he was a man living out of his time,

and his actions, based not on reality but on illusion,
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resulted both in a violation of moral law and in his own
death.
His son, Bayard, attempts to come to grips with the
changing times and with the forces that destroyed his father.
He refuses to honor the meaningless husks of those tra
ditions and codes.

Apparently he is successful, for he does

not die in a trap of his own devising as do the other
Sartoris descendants.
However, in Flags in the .Dust, Bayard is caught up in
the flow of consequences that surrounds his two grandsons,
John and Young Bayard.

Evidently, Bayard's understanding of

history and its effects is not passed on through his son to
his two grandsons.

John. is killed in combat during World

War I in a fashion that is very reminiscent of those courses
of action Colonel John Sartoris took during the Civil War.
Upon his return from the war, Young Bayard exhibits his
failure to comprehend history through his evident feelings
of unexpiated guilt and through his apparent drive toward
self-destruction.

In his attempts to rid himself of the

guilt feelings, he manages to kill his grandfather in an
automobile accident and later to dispose of himself in an
airplane which he knows is unsafe.
Faulkner details the story of the Mccaslin family
primarily in Go Down, Moses.

In this work, it is evident

that the original violation of moral law took the form of
slavery and all its attendant abuses by Lucius Quintus
Carothers Mccaslin, the patriarch of the Mccaslin family in
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Yoknapatawpha County.

HcCaslin's violation stems-from·· the

fact that he used slavery to take advantage of someone in an
inferior social position.
The fact of interracial sex and the mixing of blood
is both a source of pride and a source of embarrassment to
his descendants.

It is also the source of much of the con

flict that develops between the black and white carriers of
that blood.

That original act by Mccaslin is repeated by

his descendants and compounded by incest, thus assuring that
the flow of consequences from that first act is perpetuated.
Several of the descendants attempt to expiate for the
crimes of Mccaslin.

Amodeus and Theophilus, Uncle Buddy and

Uncle Buck, try to absolve their part in the consequences
through a farce involving locked doors and open windows in
the plantation house where the slaves are quartered.

Also,

these slaves are offered an opportunity to earn their free
dom through a type of share-cropper arrangement.
Isaac Mccaslin, the final carrier of the purer strain
of Mccaslin blood, attempts expiation through a repudiation
of all things Mccaslin.

He owns nothing; even the house in

which he sleeps belongs to his wife.

Furthermore, he has no

children so that there will be none of the Mccaslin line
left for the sins of Lucius Quintus Carothers NcCaslin to
.fall upon.
The remaining family of quality in Faulkner's Yokna
p atawpha is the Compson family.

Possibly the original

Compson violation lies in the.purchase of a huge tract of
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land by Jason Compson from Ikkemotubbe, the la.st- Chickasaw
chief in that area.

That tract of land was so huge that

possibly the horse for which it was traded could not have
paced the boundaries in a day, and obviously Jason Compson
had taken advantage of someone in an inferior social po
sition.
The flow of consequences from that violation is docu
mented in The Sound and the Furv.

By the time the twentieth

century opens, the Compson family is crumbling slowly, and
the land that once covered such a huge area has shrunk to a
few pitiful acres.

Jason Richmond Lycurgus Compson III,

head of the family, has none of the fire that burned in the
original Jason.

He is a man who lacks initiative and will,

failing even to hold his own family together.

His wife

seems unable to cope with reality, and each of the children
is flawed in some fashion.
Quentin's difficulties have been discussed earlier in
this paper.

Candice, Quentin's sister, turns to promiscuity

and bears an unwanted child.

That child, also named Quentin,

shows every sign of following her, mother's example.

Jason

IV, the second son, is consumed by greed and a desire to re
store the family to its former social position.

The final

son, Benjamin, afflicted and sorrowful, seems to mourn the
fate of the entire family.
There is one other family that Faulkner portrays in
his Yoknapat awpha saga.

The Snopes family weasels its way

into the life of the county. -Beginning with Ab Snopes, they
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run riot through assorted names and occupations with -no--end
to their growth in sight.

Blind and ignorant, they seem

destined to rule Yoknapatawpha County.

Although they lack

the sensitivity to understand or even question their lot in
life, they seem destined to commit the same sins, the same

violations of moral law.

Future generations will suffer the

same curses and consequences that have already afflicted the
higher social orders.
The consequences of past actions swirl and flow
around these Yoknapatawpha families.

they hold in common.

That fact is a thing

It gives them a commonality of experi

ence, and this commonality along w:tth the overlapping of
consequences from one family to another results in a force

which binds these families togethe�.

The bonding action of the consequences results in
community.

This factor, much more than geographical loca

tion, forms the Su.tpen, Compson, He.Caslin ., Sartoris, and
Snopes families and all the other persons dwelling in that

area i nto one homogeneous group.

Consequences do not stop

at county lines, and Yoknapatawpha is bound in the same
fashion to the state of Mississippi, and the state of
Mississippi is bound to the rest of the South.

This bonding

continues until the whole world is caught up in the flow of
consequences from the past.
This universality is what Faulkner was speaking of
when he stated that his homeland was worthy of being written
about.

By writing of Yoknapatawpha he was, in a larger
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sense, writing of the world and of mankind.

That--man·must

endure is evident, for man must endure that awesome flow of
consequences.

Faulkner also stated that man would prevail;

I think he meant that man would first have to understand and
accept the meaning of history.
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